Effect of flexibility on hydrophobic behavior of nanotube water channels.
Carbon nanotubes can serve as simple nonpolar water channels. Here we report computer simulations exploring the relationship between the mechanical properties of such channels and their interaction with water. We show that on one hand, increasing the flexibility of the carbon nanotubes increases their apparent hydrophobic character, while on the other hand the presence of water inside the channel makes them more resistant to radial collapse. We quantify the effect of increasing flexibility on the hydrophobicity of the nanotube water channel. We also show that flexibility impedes water transport across the nanotube channel by increasing the free-energy barriers to such motion. Conversely, the presence of water inside the nanotube is shown to affect the energetics of radial collapse in a water nanotube, an ostensibly mechanical property. We quantify the magnitude of the effect and show that it arises from the formation of energetically favorable low-dimensional water structures inside the nanotube such as one-dimensional wires and two-dimensional sheets.